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The first edition is Mr. Lincoln's Way Children's Book written by Patricia Pollako, published in 2001. It was published by Philomel Books in New York, NY. This book deals with the issue of racism and can be used as a tool to introduce diversity and tolerance into setting up a classroom. It tells the story of a principal of an elementary school, Mr. Lincoln, helping the school bully
overcome his feelings of disgust. Polato made all the water-coloured pictures. Synopsis: Mr. Lincoln is an elementary school principal and is praised by all of the students, except one. Eugene Means Jean Esterhouse calls other students on the playground terrorizing and offensive comments. He then invites Eugene to his office and gives him a book about a variety of birds.
Eugene tells Mr Lincoln that his grandfather taught him a lot about birds when he lived on his grandfather's farm. Mr Lincoln decided to create a bird atrium at school to help Eugene change his behavior. The atrium attracts all different types of birds, and Eugene is fascinated by all of them. Eugene took the bird book with him everywhere and began to be good for other students. A
few days later, a teacher reported to Mr. Lincoln that Eugene had made racial remarks to two students at the lunch line. Mr. Lincoln says Eugene in his office where he learns that Eugene's dad was mad that Eugene was spending so much time with Mr. Lincoln because he is African American. Mr. Lincoln shows Eugene that he cares the same for all of the birds, regardless of
color, and promised to never use Eugene's racist comments again. A few days later, mallard eggs begin to hatch in the atrium. Ducks need to live near the pond, so Mr. Lincoln and Eugene come up with a plan and start to tempt them into the river. After ducks make it safely for water, Eugene hears his name. His grandfather came to see the Ducks make it to safety. Eugene asks
his grandfather if he can live with him again, to which Grandpa replies, we'll see, son. We'll sure see that. [1] Letter Mr. Lincoln – Mr. Lincoln is an African American principal of elementary school. All students, except Eugene, really admire him. He teaches Eugene about a variety of birds and teaches him not to terrorize other students and not to use racial comments. Eugene
Means Jean Esterhouse - Eugene terrorizes his companions on the playground. He gets into fights and other students mean or say racial names. He gets fascinated by birds after visiting with his grama. Grampa - Eugene loves his grama and wants to visit him again. Grama was the same as Eugene's interest in birds. Eugene's dad - Eugene's dad gets annoyed when Eugene
starts spending a lot of time with Mr Lincoln He's not of the same race. He is an intolerant and uses racial slurs for anyone who isn't of the same race he. [2] According to the book's publisher Philomel Books reviews, with Patricia Polaco's trademark paintings and gentle text, Mr. Lincoln's path celebrates the unforgettable school principal who touches the lives of his students and
truly empowers them. [3] According to Booklist, this story is old Polacco — establishing a multicultural neighborhood, a cast of reliable characters (something bigger than life), and a satisfying ending guaranteed to bring tears to even hard-boiled cynics. Polako's signature watercolor paintings take on the colors of the springtime here; They are particularly evident in Mr. Lincoln's
bright pink shirt and ties. An excellent alternative to storyhours, it should indicate some interesting discussion about the bullies and their motivations. According to Horn Book magazine, although the pictures are fascinating, the story of the bully's transformation is both hypocritical and convincing. Eugene is also self-aware for his age, and Mr. Lincoln is too innocent to be
interesting. [5] Inspiration Patricia Polacco uses many of the schools she travels to as inspiration for schools in her stories. The elementary school on Mr. Lincoln's way is based around Murphy Elementary School in Hallett, Michigan. This school's mallard is home to duck nests, and every year the principal goes duck through school to the local pond. [6] Reference ^ Polacco, P:
Mr. Lincoln Way. Philomel Books, 2001. ^ Pollato, P: Mr. Lincoln's Way. Philomel Books, 2001. ^ ^Archived Copy. Archived from the original on 2012-07-18. 2010-04-12.CS1 main: Copy (link) stored as title^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2012-07-18. 2010-04-12.CS1 main: Copy stored as title (link) ^ Polacco, P: Mr. Lincoln Way, back cover. Philomel Books, 2001.
Polaco, Patricia. Mr Lincoln's way. New York: Philomel Books, 2001. Print. Received from bully by Patricia Polacco (2012) just as the book's title says this book is about bullying. Lyla is new to school and wants to fit in with the rest of her classmates. Lyla convinces her parents to get her and her brother's laptop and cell phone. The new technology isn't good for her brother as she
gets bullied. Lyla joins the popular crowd and realizes they also post harmful messages on the web. Later Lyla becomes a victim of bullying. To teach topics: Bullying in our Mothers House by Patricia Polacco (2009), Technology Security, and Cliques This book is about the unique family of Marmme and Meema. His family is different from others; Their children are adopted, and
there are two mothers and no fathers in the family. Although their family is not traditional, they are still raised with much love and Many family traditions. Children grow up and have wonderful memories of their two mothers. To teach topics: Families, non-traditional families, and adopting January Sparrow is the youngest in her family by Patricia Polacco (2009) Sadie Crosswhite,
and she and her family are slaves in a Kentucky plantation. Sadie is friends with a fellow slave named Jan, the adopted son of Crosswhite. January tries to escape and gets caught; She whipped and left to die. Sadie's family decides to travel north to Marshall, Michigan, but that means Sadie will have to leave the Sparrow behind by January. The family makes it to freedom when
one day they get a sparrow in the mail. Their new community needs to help prevent bounty hunters from acquiring the Crosswhite family. Subjects to teach: Slavery, African American history, and the Underground Railroad Mr. Lincoln's Way Patricia Polacco (2001) is a principal at Mr. Lincoln's school where Eugene or Mean Jean, as students call him, is a bully at the school. He
sees that Eugene is interested in birds and uses that knowledge to reach Eugene. As in charge of Eugene's school atrium, he becomes a better student and doesn't bully others. Eugene had a bias against Mr. Lincoln because the principal is African American. Despite this difference, Mr Lincoln is able to teach Eugene's life lessons about diversity with birds. To teach themes: racial
bias, acknowledging, and diversity Mrs. Katz and Tush Patricia Polacco (1992) Mrs. Katz is an old Jewish woman from Poland and Larnel is an African American boy. Larnel starts to spend more time with Mrs Katz and even gives her a cat which they name Tush. Larnel learns more about Jewish culture and its history and explores the common history of suffering and victory in
related cultures. Tush gets the cat thing that brings the two closer together. To teach topics: diversity, similarities, Jewish culture/oppression, and African-American culture/oppression say by Pink and Patricia Polacco (1994) Pink (Pinkus) and Say (Sheldon) respectively two soldiers, African American and Caucasian, who were a part of the Union Army during the Civil War. Say
was shot in the war and left alone. A couple days later Pink adds the rescue and bring her back to her mother's house. The pink show says what is left of his old master's house since the time of slavery. Pink and now say what to go back to the war to end slavery. They later become prisoners of the Confederate Army. Say able to go home and start a family, while Pink never made
it out alive. Topics to teach: Something about slavery, civil war, acceptance, and racial bias runs a general store by Hensley's Patricia Polacco (2006) Old John called Hensley, and it was anything everyone in need of the community. Old Willing to help someone with all their needs. A new family moves to the city, and that's too To provide the family with non-physical needs. All this
is due to the kindness of Old John and the magic of the general store. To teach the topic: kindness, giving, local business, and community thanks, Mr. Falkirk by Patricia Pollako (1998) This book is based on true events in The Life of Pollako. She's struggled to read all throughout her year at school. Words, letters, and numbers didn't make sense to him and instead he turned to
drawing. He would be bullied at school and was called stupid. That was until he met Mr. Falker, and he was able to help Trisha overcome her dyslexia. Topics to teach: learning disorders, disabilities, overcoming conflict, teacher/adult importance, and butterfly bullying by Patricia Polacco (2000) A little girl named Monique lives in France during World War II. He doesn't understand
why the Nazis are taking people away, but he is willing to make sure that his new Jewish friend Sarbin will be safe. Sarvin and his family are hiding from the Nazis in the basement of Monique's home. The butterfly has a special connection between these girls and Cervin gives hope that she will also someday be free like a butterfly. To teach themes: WWII, holocaust, freedom, and
friendship junkyard wonders by Patricia Polacco (2010) This book is based on the life of Polacco. He's in a new school but has put in a special classroom known as Junkyard. Other children at school make fun of her class. Everyone in her class is different and special in their own way. His teacher, Mrs. Peterson, teaches her class the true specialty of junkyard and how to embrace
their diversity. Topics to teach: diversity, exclusivity, learning disabilities, and strengths and weaknesses weaknesses
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